JOYSTICK HANDLE AND BOOT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
1. REMOVE HEX NUT AND LOCK WASHER FROM HANDLE KIT ASSY.
2. INSTALL RUBBER BOOT ONTO HANDLE AS SHOWN.
3. INSTALL HEX NUT ONTO LONG ThreadED END OF HANDLE.
4. PLACE LOCK WASHER ONTO END OF HANDLE AND THREAD HANDLE FULLY (APPROX. .5") INTO ADAPTER PLATE OF VALVE ASSY.
5. WHILE RESTRAINING ADAPTER PLATE, TIGHTEN HEX NUT AGAINST LOCK WASHER/ADAPTER PLATE.
6. ORIENT BOOT WITH CLEVIS HOUSING (THE INDENTED "IN" CONVOLUTE OF THE BOOT GOES ON THE SIDE OF THE CLEVIS HOUSING WITH THE FIXED TANG), PULL BOOT OVER END OF CLEVIS HOUSING UNTIL INNER RIBS SNAP INTO GROOVES OF HOUSING.
7. SECURE BOOT TO HOUSING BY WRAPPING PLASTIC CABLE TIE (NOT SHOWN) TIGHTLY AROUND BASE OF BOOT IN CABLE TIE GROOVE.
8. TRIM OFF EXCESS CABLE TIE.